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Abstract: Feature selection is a process of selecting the relevant subset of features among all the features in a dataset.
The objective of the paper is to improve the performance level, understanding and reduce time complexity, which is
also known as variable selection and attribute selection. In this paper, the best performance of feature selection methods
has been examined using relief, fast clustering algorithm and ranked forward search algorithm. The results of
performance of algorithms is compared and given in a graph.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Data Mining is a process of analysing the data and
requires only the necessary information. It is a tool for
analysing data. Feature selection selects the subset of
features which are relevant to cancer disease. It improves
the accuracy of relevant features; reduce the complexity of
selecting features.The resultant subset reduces the size of
dataset. In this paper we propose feature selection using
algorithms of the three methods. The performance of the
algorithm is given in a graph. It distinguish into three
methods, they are
Filter method
The filter approach is performed by giving the entire
dataset as input, attributes has been selected using the
algorithm only the relevant features as output.

Wrapper method
Wrapper method analyse the features and selects only the
quality of features. The input of dataset is given to the
classifier, the features are classified using backward
elimination and unnecessary features are removed.

Hybrid method
It is a connection of filter and wrapper method, where the
performance of hybrid is more than the other two
approaches.
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Here we use the cancer dataset for feature selection; the
fields in the dataset represent the nuclei of a cancer cell.
The dataset describes about the nucleus position, structure,
and radius. The attribute diagnosis, where M – malignant
and B – benign. The relief algorithm, fast clustering
algorithm and ranked search algorithm has used to remove
the subset of features.
Table 1: Information of dataset
Number of instances
569
Number of attributes
32
Dataset characteristics
Multivariate
II. ALGORITHMS
Relief algorithm
Relief algorithm is a weight based algorithm. The given
dataset as S, dataset size m, t threshold relevance, random
record as X, choose a random value at positive record as
Z+, and choose another random value at negative record as
Z-. Z+ and Z- nearest to X value. The threshold value
within the range of 0 to 1.
Input: the entire dataset is given.
Output: The relevant feature is given as output.
Relief(S, m, t)
Separate S into S+ = {positiveinstances} and
S-= {negativeinstances}
w = (0, 0… 0)
Fori = 1 tom
Pick at random an instance X € S
Pick at random one of the positive instances
closest to X, Z+ € S+
Pick at random one of the negative instances
closest to X, Z- € Sif(X is a positive instance)
then Near-hit = Z+; Near-miss = Zelse Near-hit = Z-; Near-miss = Z+
Update-weight(W, X, Near-hit, Near-miss)
Relevance = ( l/m)W
For i = 1 to p
if (relevancei ≥ t)
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then
fi is a relevant feature
else
fi is an irrelevant feature
update-weight(W, X, Near-hit, Near-miss)
Fori= 1 top
Wi = Wi - diff(xi, near-hiti)2 + diff(xi, near-missi)2
Relief uses near-hit and near-miss, where Z+ value nearest
to X value within same class is near-hit. Z- nearest to X
value within different class is near-miss. In the dataset
contains triplets of features, calculate the weight as W and
relevance is calculated by weight. The relevance value is
compared with threshold value, if it is greater than t the
feature is relevant feature.

spanning tree constructed using prim’s algorithm and find
the weight of shortest path. We remove the edges which is
smaller than the Threshold relevance of two vertices. After
removing the each edge a new tree T is constructed.

Hybrid k-means Clustering Algorithm
Hybrid k-means algorithm refers to partitioning a group
of data into smaller groups. We have n data points have to
be grouped together in k clusters.The K-means algorithm
uses the Euclidean distance, d(x,μi)=∥x−μi∥2
// Initialize the centre of the clusters
μi= some value ,i=1,...,k
// Attribute the closest cluster to each data point
Ci={j:d(xj,μi)≤d(xj,μl),l≠i,j=1,...,n}
Fast clustering algorithm
Fast clustering algorithm is used to remove the irrelevant //Set the position of each cluster to the mean of all data
feature using threshold value and remove the redundant points belonging to that cluster
feature using minimum spanning tree. Minimum spanning μi=1|ci|∑j∈cixj,∀i
// Repeat steps 2-3 until convergence
tree is calculated using prim’s algorithm.
|c|= number of elements in c
Input: D - the given data set
Where ci is the set of points that belong to cluster i.
Θ - T-Relevance threshold.
i = 1, 2,…..n
C – target cluster class
k-means
algorithm finds the global solution of all data
Output: R- selects the feature subset.
points.
1 for i=1 to m do
2 T-Relevance= SU(Fi, C)
III. RESULTS
3 if T-Relevance >θ then
We obtained the results, for relief algorithm only the
4 R= S U {Fi};
relevant features are shown in subset.
5 G= NULL;
6 for each pair of features {Fˈi, Fˈj} ⊂ R do
7 F-Correlation = SU (Fˈi, Fˈj)
8 Add Fˈi and/ or Fˈj to G with F-Correlation as the weight
of the corresponding edge;
9 minSpanTree = Prim(G);
10 Final= minSpanTree
11 for each edge Eij ϵ Final do
12 if SU(Fˈi, Fˈj) < SU(Fˈi, C) ˄ SU(Fˈi, Fˈj) < SU(Fˈj, C)
then
13 Final = Final - Eij
14 R= ɸ
15 for each tree Ti ϵ Final do
16 Fʲᵣ = argmaxFˈk ϵ Ti SU(Fˈk, C)
17 R= S U { Fʲᵣ};
Fig.1. Input has been selected
18 return R
Symmetric Uncertainty- symmetric uncertainty is done by If the attribute is said to be relevant feature, the values has
normalising the feature values and targets the most been displayed or else it shows no data found.
important features. It is calculated by,
SU(A,B)=2×Gain(A│B)÷(H(A)+ H(B))
Where, Gain(A|B) = (A) −H(A|B)
= (B) −H(A|B)
H(A) = − ∑f(a)log2f(a)
H(A|B)=−∑f(b) ∑f(a|b)log2f(a|b)
Where,
f(a) is the probability density function
f(a|b) is the conditional probability density function.
Threshold Relevance- Threshold relevance between
feature Fi and target class C. the relevance is calculated by
SU (Fi ,C), if the value is greater than threshold value
target class feature is taken.
Minimum Spanning Tree- Consider a graph G with k
vertices and (k-1)/2 edges. Feature Fi,Fj is the vertices of
Fig.2. Relief algorithm display the relevant feature
graph and calculate the weight as edge. The minimum
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For the fast - based clustering algorithm, the irrelevant algorithms in each methods of feature selection are taken,
features has been reduced and only the relevant subset of where subset of features has been selected. A future
features has been shown.
development of reducing the execution time of the
algorithms, and also the performance. It provides more
efficient for a better understanding of selecting relevant
features.
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Table 2: Final Results

Relief Algorithm
Fast clustering
Algorithm
Hybrid k-means
clustering Algorithm

Input
Features
selected
30
30

Output
Features
selected
10
7

30

6

IV. CONCLUSION
This paper provides an idea about the feature selection,
where the performance of the algorithms is shown. There
are many algorithms used, but here we take only three
algorithms, one of each method in feature selection.The
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